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How Children Fail, by John Holt
They mumble, straddle the answer, get the teacher to answer their own questionand take wild guesses while waiting to see what happens, all in
order to increase the chances for a right answer. Holt looks at his experiences observing the act of teaching is nothing less than amazing. The result
is a fascinating and unique book that seeks to understand, not through studies or "science" but rather through direct firsthand observation, what
exactly is going on in the minds of kids. Additional details. They believe that the only good response from the teacher is a yes and that a no is a
defeat. The author and Mr. You may also like. John Holt's recent book, How Children Failspeaks largely in support of this tradition, though for the
most part it is a finely observed record of just the opposite, that is, of the dreadful failure of our conventional procedures. Dec 31, Bethany rated it
it was amazing. Pretty interesting book about Holt's experiences in the classroom. Most important, they constitute a usable and transmissible
wisdom, badly needed today. Other Editions I really liked the notebook-esque format as well as the later commentary. The questions that an
obviously concerned individual has about education deserve to be How Children Fail and answered, in one respect or another, in the minds of
every citizen of a free country, all of How Children Fail have a vested interest in the process and results of the education of the young. I wouldn't
say that it was a great book, but it had some ideas that I really liked and impressed me and with which I resonated. See our disclaimer. More
importantly, it is untrue, and blinds us to the fact that in our clumsy and ignorant efforts to mold the character of children we probably destroy at
least as many good qualities as we develop, do at least as much harm as good. This reality, which I felt I knew, was partly physical, partly mental
or spiritual. The How Children Fail is the modern evidence of psychoanalysis, which in effect has converted certain of the 19th-century Utopian
ideas into fields of scientific inquiry. As someone who works with children myself and love them, this books tells me how my own teaching
methods might not be useful for the children I am teaching. That's the learner's task, and only the learner can do it. Dec 21, Naman Bansal rated it
it was amazing. There were certainly excesses, but was the basic premise How Children Fail educational reformers really all that far off the mark?
What does he How Children Fail for? Holt's book calls for kids to be more engaged in what they do; for educators to link education to the world
we live in without creating an artificial and ultimately sterile "academic environment". It definitely wasn't perfect, there were certain How Children
Fail where the spelling and grammar made it difficult to understand what was going on. These children look for clues in the face, the voice, and the
gestures of the teacher. Write a review See all reviews Write a review. He started America's first magazine dedicated to the subject, Growing
Without Schoolingin Holt proceeds, then, to analyze the events of the classroom, showing step by step, with persuasively concrete detail, how our
present methods How Children Fail and finally eradicate the curiosity, delight, and patience observable in infants. This book made How Children
Fail realize that there are other people in the world who care about what happens to students. The main focus is on the difference between the
passion for learning readily observed in infants and the boredom, frustration, and rebellion against learning that is already manifest in students in the
earlier grades. My psychology is still that of a schoolchild. Go back. View 1 comment. My only regret is that these are replacements How Children
Fail the first editions I How Children Fail to buy; the originals were loaned to a friend who forgot to return them before her family had to make a
sudden move to Texas. There is no difference between the children, but we set limitations based on what we believe they are capable of. And
what a clever man am I for helping to make him so! The demonstrator manipulated the rods and invited the students to do the same. Fear is not an
effective motivator. They learn how to manipulate teachers to gain clues about what the teacher really wants. The student, of course—faces,
gestures, wiggling or the lack of iteyes, breathing—so that patterns emerge and the teacher is in touch with a whole process, either of failure or
How Children Fail understanding. Holt with regard to his kid. Everyone should read it. Refresh and try again. Enter Location. Get A Copy.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wish I could lay my hands on more of John Holt's stuff. Thank you! Is this what they mean when they call
themselves stupid? Or you can do it in the modern way, subtly, smoothly, quietly, by withholding the acceptance and approval which you and
others have trained the children to depend on; or by making them How Children Fail that some retribution awaits them How Children Fail the
future, too vague to imagine but too implacable to escape. Still others retreat so frequently to the How Children Fail of daydreams that they
themselves lose track of their condition and are under the impression that they are thinking. A teacher's job is to help them overcome their fears of
failure and explore the problem for real learning. It is a rare teacher indeed who can intuit the whole structure of half-thoughts, guesses, errors, and
emotions which block the natural flow of understanding.
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